Executive Seminar | In House

SPM | Strategic Project Management
Developing an explicit relationship between strategy and
operations. Sustaining the creation of value.

Knowledge is the first step towards success…

www.on-strategy.com/edu/SPM

SPM | Strategic Process Management

P

Program Outline

erformances depending on
motivational and charismatic
leaders or tribal knowledge are not
sustainable if the strategy is not
linked to the processes. Strategies
and the value proposition are
dynamically updated, but the
processes supporting them are not.
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(Address the GAP)

Learn how to extract from the
strategy the elements required
by the SPM to understand the
nature and the level of
challenge of each objective.

In what areas must the
organization excel to achieve its
objectives? Break them down
into Key Success Factors’ (KSF)
and include them in the plan.

Once the KSF, the process supporting
it and the level of coverage are
identified, it is necessary to manage
the recommendations that will
address the process gap.

Communicate your strategy
through your processes.

2 Introduction to SPM.
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KSF gap analysis

Doing the things right doesn’t
guarantee to doing the right
things. SPM focuses the
change in the processes that
have the larger impact.

Analyze the current performance and the level of support
required. How to improve the
operations to ensure the
success of the strategy.

Who should attend

I want a consultant Click Here

www.on-strategy.com/edu/SPM

Leaders in performance management and/or organizational
transformation, with responsibility on strategy or operations, and
who see a dissociation between strategy and business processes
in their current models. Teams interested in accelerating the
generation of results calibrating the processes that affect the plan.

Benefits
- Link strategy and operations
- Explore the objectives on KSF
- Improved thought leadership
- Better improvement governance
- Sustain the plan and the results

In the IN-HOUSE model, the client will be
responsible to provide the infrastructure
needed to conduct the event. ON STRATEGY
will assign senior instructors to ensure a
successful and exciting learning experience.
Our instructors have experience in similar
engagements across multiple industries.

the business of tomorrow, today.
SCHOOL is ON STRATEGY
executive education division.
Our programs are designed to meet
the needs of executives and Corporate
Universities, to develop and reinforce
specific competencies on strategy
leadership execution.
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Some of the companies that trusted us with their strategies: AM-PM - BBVA - BOEHRINGER INGELHEIM
CENTURY 21 - COCA COLA - CUMMINS - GLOBALSTAR - GRUPO KUO - GRUPO POSADAS - GRUPO ALICA – HP – NOVARTIS
MANE - PEMEX - RH SHIPPING - SAP – SCOTIABANK - SEARS - SECRETERIA DE SALUD - SPORTS WORLD - TELEFÓNICA
TELMEX - TUPPERWARE - URREA - VOLKSWAGEN - YOUNG & RUBICAM - WORLD VISION – WUNDERMAN…

